
Ekaterina Korotina

Non-studying activities and travelling in Graz, Austria.



Walking around Graz

Graz is the capital of Styria

and the second-largest city

in Austria after Vienna.

It’s a student city, where is

comfortable to live.



Walking around Graz



Christmas in Graz

In Christmas time

everything looks like a

fairy tale. There are a

lot of markets around

Graz, where you can

feel the atmosphere.



Hiking in Graz

Places: 

1. Burgruine Gösting

2. Bergheuriger Fürstenstand



Hiking in Bärenschützklamm



Hallstadt



Budapest

It’s easy and cheap

to get there from Graz

with Flixbus.

TIP: If you want to visit

Thermal Bath, I recommend

Rudas Bath, less people

and very good conditions.



Vienna

Flixbus or train: ~20€



Vienna

In Christmas time

you can visit different

magical markets.

Or go ice skating near Rathaus.

Don’t forget to visit Ballet

in Vienna State Opera. It’s

possible to get normal

tickets for about 20€. But be

careful, not from all these

places you can clearly see a

performance.



Wörthersee and Klagenfurt



Amsterdam

From Vienna is easy to find

cheap flight to any destination,

Our choice was Amsterdam.

Highly recommend

to visit small village

near Amsterdam

– Zaanse Schans,

with it’s windmills.



Hiking in Schöckl



Skiing in Kreischberg



Skiing in Schladming

Train tickets(return): ~18€

The highest point: 2015 m

Don’t forget your student ID, there is 

a special offer for ski-pass!



Ski jumping tournament in Innsbruck

Amazing atmosphere in the stadium!



Salzburg

The easiest way to visit 

Salzburg and Innsbruck in 

one trip – to rent a car, the 

cheapest - drivy.at



Maribor



Other activities

Watching Hockey match

Jumping on trampolines

Ice skating



Hanging out with international people



Conclusion

Academic exchange program is a great opportunity to meet people from 

different countries and cultures, travel around and develop yourself.



THANK YOU

FOR YOUR

ATTENTION!

Don’t hesitate to ask any questions!

Email: k.korotina28@gmail.com

VK: Екатерина Коротина

Instagram: katya_korotina

mailto:k.korotina28@gmail.com
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